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Abstract

Leonard Wood served as a Military Governor in Cuba from 1898 (Santiago) and 1899 to 1902, later as the Military Governor of the Moro Province in the Philippines from 1903 to 1906, and eventually as Governor General for the Philippines until his death in 1927. His military operations in support of American strategic aims provide lessons in both stability operations and civil military relations. Wood developed a detailed understanding of both theaters, and arranged his actions (both civil and military) in time, space, and purpose to accomplish American strategic aims.

Leonard Wood conducted a variety of civil and military operations as the Military Governor of Cuba and the Military Governor of the Moro Province in the Philippines. Critics generally praise his military governorship of Cuba, and condemn his military governorship of the Moro Province. The logic these critics use is that Wood was successful in Cuba because he did not use violent military actions to pacify the Cubans, and that he was not successful in the Moro Province because many of his actions to pacify the Moros were violent, and frequently brutal. Critics cite Wood’s desire for career advancement, and stubborn, volatile, often arrogant attitude as primary motivations for his use of violence in the Moro Province since it differed from his actions in Cuba. These critiques ignore the unique environments Cuba and the Moro Province presented. Examining Wood’s actions in their cultural and doctrinal context provides an understanding of Wood’s rationale for his operational approach in each case.
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Introduction

The Spanish-American War produced two unique protectorates that required military support and governance. Although both protectorates became the United States’ responsibility due to the same conflict, each presented different historically significant challenges to a young nation and military. The American strategic aim in both cases was to create self-governing independent nation-states. Military stability operations combined with diplomatic support created a foundation for the nascent states.

General Leonard Wood was initially involved in and later at the center of efforts in both Cuba and the Philippines. He served as a Military Governor in Cuba from 1898 (Santiago) and 1899 to 1902, and as the Military Governor of the Moro province in the Philippines from 1903 to 1906. He served as Governor General for the Philippines from 1921 until his death in 1927.

General Leonard Wood’s background, confidence, political connections, and force of personality all contributed to his success in both theaters, but with different operations. A wide range of environmental factors including political (Cuban, Philippine and American), social, infrastructure, and others influenced General Wood to choose different actions for similar problems in both states. Identification of those factors and a close examination of General Wood’s plans and actions provide a deeper understanding of the variables that create successful stability operations.

Literature Review

General Leonard Wood is the subject of relatively few scholarly works despite the fact that he was a prodigious writer during his lifetime and left volumes of documentation on one of the most challenging and volatile times in American history. There are five major biographies on Leonard Wood. These works present holistic and in some cases detailed accounts of the life and accomplishments of Leonard Wood, and fall into three categories. The early works, some produced during Wood’s lifetime, tend toward hero-administrator worship, the second group
consists of violent reactions against Leonard Wood the man, and the third is a mix of both. None of these works achieves a balanced view of Wood by examining the actions he took as the leader of military governments in different cultures within the framework of the national strategic context of his time, comparing his arrangement of tactical military actions in space and time (operational art) to achieve America’s strategic goals.

The first group of biographies examines the life and career of Leonard Wood from a personal level. These works are entertaining partly because he was a polarizing personality, both admired and detested, and partly because they provide illumination of the American worldview of the time. Hermann Hagedorn’s, *That Human Being, Leonard Wood*, Joseph Hamblin Sears *The Career of Leonard Wood*, and Lieutenant Colonel Eric Fisher Wood’s (no relation) *Leonard Wood, Conservator of Americanism*, are examinations of Leonard Wood in a personal sense. Hagedorn, a close friend and biographer of Theodore Roosevelt, develops a portrait of Leonard Wood and examines the personal characteristics that he believes made Leonard Wood successful in his military career.

In Hagedorn’s first biography of Leonard Wood, he elevates Wood by posing the question, “what qualities does he possess that make thousands of men and women turn to him for leadership with fervor and trust?”1 Hagedorn developed a model ‘human’ and examined Wood’s actions in terms of how they met the criteria. Sears uses similar elevated language to establish to towering figure of Leonard Wood, when he describes Wood as someone who “has stood for these elemental truths in and out of boyhood, youth, and manhood.”2 These works provide a warm, personal view of Wood; however, they do not examine Wood’s actions in either Cuba or the Philippines in a detailed or systematic manner to determine what made him (Wood) effective beyond his personal traits or gifts as an administrator.

---

Because these early authors were writing during or shortly after Leonard Wood’s lifetime, their speculations about actions and events often illuminate the worldview of society during the late 19th and early 20th centuries more clearly than a modern author might. Sears observation that, “the Indians were not able—tragic as the truth is—to move onward, and so they had to move out and give place to the more worthy tenant” highlights beliefs that are anathema to a 21st century audience. Understanding this cultural prospective in a clear, unvarnished way is important to any critical analysis of the actions taken by a dynamic leader like Wood. Part of the message in Sears work lies in his clear expression of common ideals that a modern author might have trouble expressing.

These early biographies also establish the view that Wood’s organizational abilities rather than his “soldierly skills” were the key to his success in Cuba. Most attribute Wood’s success in Cuba strictly to his administrative ability and discount the military component required in implementing civil administration in a hostile environment. Eric Wood maintains, “Leonard Wood is one of the greatest administrators that American has ever produced.” Any study of Wood’s actions in Cuba and the Philippines that focuses exclusively on the administrative aspects of his operations and neglects their military character is incomplete.

The problem with this focus on Leonard Wood’s administrative ability is that it distracts from the complexity of Leonard Wood’s achievements by taking them out of the military context. Analysis of the civil-military operations of a military commander is different from an analysis of a successful bureaucrat’s administration of normal government functions for two reasons. The first reason is that the military context assumes violence, and the second is that a secure environment is a necessary condition for administrative reform.

The primary factor that differentiates civil administration from civil military operations is

---

3 Ibid., 105.
5 Ibid., 113.
the inherent violence or threat of violence implicit as a planning consideration. In *The Logic of Violence in Civil War*, Stathis Kalyvas describes the tendency to overlook this aspect of war as “political bias,” defined as “the tendency to equate peacetime competition with armed conflict.”

Eric Wood and most subsequent biographers of Leonard Wood are guilty of political bias to a certain degree. The overemphasis of Leonard Woods’s considerable administrative talents in his career leads critics and supporters alike to overwrought criticism of his military actions. Focusing on Leonard Wood as administrator rather than military commander also detracts from analysis of Leonard Wood’s actions in that it creates a false understanding of the context. Establishing or reforming any part of governance is a difficult, complex task. Describing Leonard Wood’s success solely in administrative terms leads to misinterpretation of the military aspects of Leonard Wood’s accomplishments in Cuba and the Philippines. For example, a more systematic analysis of the military aspect of Leonard Wood’s actions in the Philippines might have led the author to a different conclusion than, “these renegades were slave-dealing polygamist, Mohammeden savages who would neither allow their neighbors to live in peace, nor acknowledge any law or control for themselves.”

This cultural bias distracts from a more grounded reasoning of both the insurgent activity and the series of tactical actions Leonard Wood arranged to deal with them.

Later biographers began to ascribe a darker character to Wood. Jack Lane describes Wood as a driven plotting careerist, “yet obsessive ambition, however distasteful and however injurious to other’s lives and careers, was not the sole characteristic which kept Wood from Greatness.” Similarly, Brian Linn describes Wood’s selection for the Moro Province governorship as partly because his “capable administration in Cuba had demonstrated both his

---


skill and his ruthless intriguing.”9 This narrow, negative focus leads the authors to evaluate Wood’s actions through an overly personal lens, similar to earlier biographers, but from the opposite opinion of Wood. Lane and Linn view Wood as a dark and scheming careerist whereas biographers like Sears, Eric Wood, and Herman Hagedorn view Wood as a patriot and leader, and example of what is right and good with America. Linn’s dislike for Wood leads him to assert that Wood’s use of military pacification actions may have been an attempt to “seek to surpass the reputation Pershing had won.”10 Lane’s dislike for Wood also overly influences his analysis. As a result, both authors condemn Wood’s military actions as self-serving rather than examining those actions through the lenses of pacification doctrine and the different cultural contexts of Cuba, the Philippines, and America in the early 20th century.

To a certain extent all these authors are guilty of ‘partisan bias’ due to the over reliance on Wood’s administrative ability to explain the totality of his actions as military governor. This bias causes misconception in the analysis of violence in civil war.11 Lane describes American forces as “ignorant of Moro Warrior tradition” and asserts, “Wood’s incessant pressure on the Moro to conform to American authority, combined with their independence and fanatical religious beliefs, created conditions in which unnecessary carnage was all too likely.”12 He does not however speculate as to the prospects for the success of the nascent Moro province government if Wood had not addressed the resistance concurrent with his administrative reforms.

Another biographer, Jack McCallum shares characteristics of both the early biographies by Sears et al, and the more recent work by Lane. He sees Wood’s work in Cuba as successful, but believes (like Lane) that Wood lost his way in the Philippines due to bitterness and frustration with his career progression. McCallum attributes Wood’s military kinetic actions to his desire “to

---

10 Ibid., 34.
11 Kalyvas, *The Logic of Violence in Civil War*, 485
12 Lane, *Armed Progressive*, 127
be a fighter and not an administrator,” and in evaluating his non-kinetic actions commented that, “Wood, not having completely forgotten his experience in Cuba, did recommend establishing schools, allowing a degree of local government under the existing chiefs and establishing a constabulary manned by Moros.”\(^\text{13}\) McCallum’s work achieves some balance between administrator worship and overwrought critique, but still fails to analyze Wood’s military actions in the Philippines based on anything but his actions in Cuba.

McCallum also provides a more balanced view of Wood, like Hagedorn in his 1931 biography, and A.J. Bacevich. Hagedorn describes Wood’s integration of “Civil and military work, side by side; cutting down the number of military posts and increasing their efficiency; working out a system of control of the Mohammedan and pagan elements; establishing municipalities.”\(^\text{14}\) McCallum also shares the earlier biographies positive view of Wood, while acknowledging his shortcomings more than the earlier biographies, but without Lane’s condemnation or the hero worship tendencies of those written while Leonard Wood was alive. The missing analysis is the connection between Wood’s actions in each theater. This analysis should yield an understanding of how Wood chose tactical tasks and arranged them in space and time to maximize their effectiveness.

Examining Wood’s operational approach based on each operational environment and military doctrine of the time, rather than his personal attributes, provides a better foundation for the analysis. A.J. Bacevich provides perhaps the best insight into Wood’s character and intent. “Wood’s approach was expansive, taking for granted a broader involvement of the army and individual officers in affairs of state.”\(^\text{15}\) Bacevich describes Wood’s impact on the young Lieutenant Frank Ross McCoy (Wood’s aide during his time in Cuba, and in the Moro Province


McCoy saw Wood as, “a real statesman of high ideals and of great doings.”

McCoy’s view of Wood as a diplomat with an expansive approach to the problems encountered as a military governor is a balanced view of the positive attributes that created the American success in Cuba. However, in describing Wood’s voyage to the Philippines to assume his duties as the first Military Governor of the Moro Province, Bacevich describes what he sees as a turn away from his view of Wood (and by extension McCoy) as a diplomat. “The weeks spent at sea and inspecting European possessions completed the conversion of Wood, Scott, and McCoy into single-minded zealots intolerant of opposition to purposes that were in their eyes unimpeachably worthy.” McCoy, like Wood, “believed that the United States would rule only by force.” According to Bacevich, this shared view of the Philippine situation resulted at least partially from the zealotry developed on their voyage.

There is a common thread in the major work about Leonard Wood. Instead of ascribing the difference in Wood’s operational approach between Cuba and the Philippines to the differences in each environment and American military practice, his biographers resort to the view that Wood’s personality, drive for glory, and administrative abilities were the most important factors in his arrangement of tactical actions. This focus on personality and administrative ability derails analysis of Wood’s sequencing of actions in order to accomplish American strategic objectives. It is unlikely that a visionary statesman with an expansive approach to problems in one theater would transform into a “single minded zealot” bent on extensive violence to establish his career, during an ocean voyage. Bacevich too is a victim of overreliance on Wood’s administrative ability as the sole key to his success.

It is necessary to analyze General Leonard Wood’s actions in both Cuba and the Philippines in terms of their arrangement in time, space, purpose, and their intended connection to

---

16 Ibid., 15.
17 Ibid., 26.
18 Ibid., 31.
American strategic aims, in a military context and in the context of the unique culture where Wood executed them. The structure of this monograph supports a systematic analysis of the cultural factors that influenced Wood’s operations in Santiago Cuba and the Moro Province, Philippines.

**Structure**

The structure of this monograph supports the argument that General Leonard Wood’s analysis and actions in both Cuba and the Philippines were appropriate to the American foreign policy at the time and applied consistently in both theaters despite different operational approaches. The monograph presents three critical components: a case study on Wood’s experience in Cuba and a second case study on his experience in the Philippines followed by a presentation of findings and analysis of his actions in the environments each case study presents.

Each case study contains a brief discussion of the operational environment, American strategic aims, and Leonard Wood’s personal perspective. The monograph also presents operational tenets of pacification including security, counterinsurgency, racial and ethnic perceptions, and the application of violence, which figured strongly in Wood’s operational approach. These tenets provide a framework to understand General Leonard Wood’s operational approach. Since much of the criticism of Wood cites his application of violence in the Moro Province, it is important to understand prevailing American views on the use of violence (force) and the utility of the use of force.19

The third section provides a summary of findings and analysis based on the Cuba and Philippine case studies, using the framework of current operational doctrine, but in the context of the early 20th century. Current doctrine provides a structure to examine Wood’s actions in both theaters when informed by the social and societal context of Wood’s time.

---

This monograph focuses on answering four questions. The first is how did Wood decide to arrange his actions in space and time to meet American strategic objectives in Cuba? The second is what American and Cuban cultural factors influenced his arrangement of military actions in Cuba? The third question is how did Wood decide to arrange his actions in space and time to meet American strategic objectives in the Philippines? The final question is what American and Philippine cultural factors influenced his arrangement of actions in the Philippines?

Case Study #1 – Cuba

Both American and international observers viewed Leonard Wood’s results as the military governor of Santiago, and later all of Cuba, as resounding successes. Lord Cromer, British pro-consul to Egypt, “the archetypal ‘pro-consul’ and administrator of Egypt, told the British Foreign Office that there was only one man in the world capable of taking his place but, unfortunately, Wood was an American.”20 Cuba provided Wood the stage to both develop his skills as a new senior army leader, and an opportunity to develop a new vision for the American Army. “So, when you think of our Army and its work, do not think of it always as an aggregation of fighting people, bent only on fighting, but remember that it is one of the great constructive life-saving agencies of the Republic”21 It is a mistake to credit Wood’s success solely to his ability to administer. In Cuba Leonard Wood demonstrated both an understanding of the operational environment, and the ability to arrange military actions in time, space, and purpose to meet American strategic objectives.

Wood had a vision for developing Cuba (eventually) into a free and independent nation, and a vision for the Army’s role in achieving that transformation. His “Calvinist morality and rigid commitment to honesty and obedience… stood in sharp contrast to the venality of the

colonial government he replaced.” These characteristics combined with the almost absolute authority he wielded to shape Cuban society proved tremendously effective. By the time he filed the Report On Civic Conditions on September 1, 1899, he could already boast of many significant accomplishments including “increasing the water supply by forty percent, put in five miles of asphalt streets… put under all the streets a thoroughly modern sewerage and water system.”

Wood understood however, that individually these accomplishments would not be enough to achieve American strategic aims. Wood imagined an “American occupation that was both ambitious in scope and dynamic in character.” In Cuba Wood arranged his actions in time and space to achieve American aims by first conducting a detailed assessment of the environment and prioritizing actions according to the threat they presented to first the American occupation, and second to the forming Cuban state. Wood divided Cuban needs into four categories and prioritized his efforts by the risk associated with each. The categories were food and medical assistance, public health and sanitation, government and rule of law, and finally schools and education.

Addressing the basic human needs of the population was the key first step in Cuba. In meeting the basic human needs of the Cuban population, Wood met two of the three factors that can make a successful occupation possible. In his essay, “Occupational Hazards, why Military Occupations succeed or Fail” David Edelstein states that “Three factors, however, can make a successful occupation possible. The first factor is recognition by the occupied population of the need for occupation.” The people of Santiago were already very aware that they needed food, but Wood’s provision for their needs established the American Army as useful to the people.

22 McCallum, Leonard Wood: Rough Rider, 126.
24 Bacevich, Diplomat in Khaki: Major General Frank Ross McCoy and American Foreign Policy, 1898-1949, 12.
25 David M. Edelstein, "Occupational Hazards: Why Military Occupations Succeed Or Fail," International Security 29, no. 1 (Summer, 2004), 51.; The other two factors are that there is a common
While the provision of food bought credibility to Wood’s administration, his drive to enforce sanitation standards required more force to implement. Alleviating famine would not be enough to create an independent Cuba. In order to understand Wood’s actions it is useful to examine his background and the conditions in Cuba prior to the occupation.

Prior to the outbreak of the Spanish-American War Leonard Wood was a surgeon and Captain in the Medical Corps. Through is close personal friendship with Theodore Roosevelt he lobbied for and received a commission as a Colonel of volunteers to raise and command a regiment of the First United States Volunteer Cavalry on May 9, 1898, with Theodore Roosevelt as his subordinate. Leonard Wood’s success in recruiting and mobilizing the regiment provided an early glimpse at the administrative ability critics cite as the sole reason for Wood’s success in Cuba.

At the outbreak of the Spanish-American War in 1898, Spain had ruled Cuba for over four hundred years, beginning with the landing of Christopher Columbus. Spain considered Cuba to be a province, and was dependent on it as a center of commerce and the export of sugar, coffee, and tobacco. Slaves imported to the island provided a majority of the labor for these crops, and a small land-owning elite consisting mostly of Spanish and other European immigrants held political and economic sway. This nascent Cuban national identity, while not universal, still provided a foundation on which Leonard Wood could build.

By the time of the first Cuban revolution in 1868, most of Spain’s other Caribbean colonies, including Mexico, had fought for and gained independence. Cuba, along with Puerto Rico, was one of the last of the Spanish colonies in the Caribbean to gain independence. In 1868 “a sugar planter, Carlos Manuel de Céspedes freed his slaves to fight with him in the battle for a

---

27 Ibid., 34
28 Mexican independence-1821, Peru-1821, Ecuador-1822, Colombia 1823
free Cuba.”

In his essay, *Freedom and Slavery*, de Céspedes states, “A free Cuba is incompatible with a slaveholding Cuba.” Slavery was a critical component of Cuba’s sugar production, a cornerstone to revenue production for Spain. The rejection of the institution of Slavery by independence-minded Cubans became a cornerstone of their national identity, and put Cuba in direct conflict with the interests of Spain. This nascent sense of Cuban identity was critical in their movement toward independence. It enabled Cubans to envision and articulate a free Cuban society independent of external rule.

Throughout the 19th century, a desire for independence from Spain and a sense of Cuban national identity continued to develop among the Cuban intellectual elite. José Martí “more than any other Cuban is [was] seen as the father of the Cuban nation” published an essay titled “Our America” in 1891 while in exile in the United States. This essay discussed the need for Cuban leadership to come from Cuban educated leaders and to throw off the yoke of the Spanish who caused Cuba to be “thrown out of gear for three centuries by a power which denied men the right to use their reason.”

The major European powers’ scramble for empire intensified in the late twentieth century, “Europeans scrambled for Africa and vied for Asia, grabbing territories with unprecedented velocity and overwhelming ferocity.” America stumbled into empire, conflicted as a nation and with objectives that differed from the global norms of their European counterparts. President McKinley stated that we “have come to us in the providence of God and we must carry the burden, whatever it may be, in the interest of civilization, humanity and


\[30\] Ibid., 115.

\[31\] Ibid., 122.

\[32\] Ibid., 124.


\[34\] Ibid., 496.
Pacification – Cuba

From 1860 to 1941, the U.S. Army referred to operations such as those conducted in Cuba and the Philippines as “pacification.” “In the broadest sense pacification referred to all actions taken to establish or maintain peace, order, and government authority in an area that was either openly or potentially hostile.” According to Andrew Britle, “it [pacification] had two main features: military operations against irregulars and civil operations” and the key to successful pacification was finding the right balance of components depending on the operational environment. In Cuba, Wood worked to achieve this balance by arranging his tactical actions (both military and civil) in space and time to achieve the American strategic aim of preparing the Cuban people for self-government.

General Leonard Wood understood the American strategic aim of his Military Government in Cuba as, “to prepare the people of Cuba for self-government and to establish conditions which would render the establishment of a Cuban republic possible.” Wood saw a number of areas within Cuban society and government that needed to change in order to create a stable self-governing nation. Unlike many senior Army officers of his day, Wood believed that Army soldiers and leaders could provide security and organization and be an effective agent of the nation building he envisioned rather than just an instrument of destruction.

---


37 Ibid., 5.


39 Ibid., 30.

40 Bacevich, *Diplomat in Khaki: Major General Frank Ross McCoy and American Foreign Policy, 1898-1949*, 12.
American strategic aims in Cuba contained two sharply contrasting schools of thought, American Exceptionalism, and anti-imperialism. American Exceptionalism grew from diverse influences. “American businessmen sought enlarged foreign markets; churchmen and philanthropists considered it their duty to liberate and uplift allegedly benighted foreign peoples; and a vocal clique of intellectuals and politicians believed that national greatness required an assertive foreign policy.”41 Together, these influences created both a desire to export American ways, and a reluctance to occupy other nations. In Cuba, the American policy aim was to save “people it barely knew from Spanish oppression.”42 American policy makers “were only half-aware of the implications of their relationship with Cuba.”43 The assumption that “the orderly transfer of power in a system of government was the irreducible condition of stability, and would produce the conditions necessary for an independent stable government” meant that America would only tolerate military involvement in Cuba for a short time.44

The anti-imperialist school of thought gained momentum following the initial victory in the war with Spain. Having secured victory in the name of liberating the Cuban people from Spanish oppression, American forces faced domestic opposition to replacing one imperial power with another. American patience for pacification operations has always been very limited because “foreign military occupation is incongruous with the goals of a national group to govern itself, yet the goals of military occupation cannot be accomplished in a short period of time.”45 Even though Cuba required time to establish a stable, independent form of government, many in the anti-imperialist movement were opposed to the initial war, and saw pacification as an attempt by

43 Ibid., vi.
44 Ibid., vi.
45 Edelstein, "Occupational Hazards," 58.
political leadership to establish an American empire. “Steeped in the principles of liberty and self-determination, much of the American public felt uncomfortable at the prospect of maintaining the type of lengthy stewardship necessary to fundamentally change Cuban Society, if such a change was possible at all.”

In an article describing the Army’s work in Cuba, Wood wrote, “The conscience of the American people decreed that we should not exploit that island, but that we should do all that we could to build up and better the people.” Wood’s close friend Roosevelt believed that “subject peoples had to acquire a virtuous moral character-honest, disinterested, and self-controlled. They had to prove their fitness to their imperial master, namely by waiting patiently for independence to be conferred.” Wood struggled with American reluctance to give the time necessary for Cuba to develop to the point he felt that had earned the right to self-government.

Leonard Wood’s operational approach to Cuba was a rejection of “both the populist appeal to the masses and the ‘Mugwump’ commitment to laissez-faire and puritan moralism.” He resisted both calls from both the expansionists for greater involvement of American business in Cuba (to protect the fragile Cuban economy), and calls from the anti-imperialists for elections and American disengagement from pacification efforts. Wood was concerned that expansionists would use pacification to increase American involvement to a more permanent arrangement. Wood wrote, "The main thing is to avoid the appearance of correcting abuses which do not exist.” Wood also understood that continued American involvement was necessary to the continued development of Cuban society into a nation capable of self-government.

48 Wertheim, "Reluctant Liberator,” 496.
51 Wood to Secretary of War Elihu Root, quoted in Hagedorn, *Leonard Wood, a Biography*, vol. 1-269.
Wood received minimal guidance in a hand-written “dispatch scrawled on a page torn from a notebook” (the only order he received when he assumed the role of the Military Governor of the city of Santiago on July 20, 1898). President McKinley ordered him to take charge, establish order, arrest disturbers of the peace, and “permit no armed men to enter the city except such of our own men as come on duty.” There were two paths available from these simple instructions. The first path aligned with the traditional Army view embraced by General John Brooke (Cuba’s first Military Governor) in Havana. Brooke viewed the Army’s role as limited to fighting battles and enforcing the peace and took a passive approach to governing. 

Wood’s aggressive implementation of reforms in Santiago clashed with “Brooke, a cautious, apolitical sixty-year-old cavalryman… tempered in the ways of the Old Army, he loyally sought directions from Washington in managing Cuban affairs.” While Brooke did begin limited efforts to reform government and society in Havana, he was “unable to fathom the McKinley administration’s desires for Cuba in 1899, he shied away from dictating reform on his own initiative.” Wood’s vision of the American government as a vehicle for social change, and the Army as its implementing agent was a drastic departure from Brooke’s approach.”

In conducting operations, Brooke looked to establish security and stabilize Cuban governance to set the conditions for the transfer of authority to duly elected Cuban officials in short order. He looked to provide only limited support for the reform of infrastructure and facilitate free elections. However, the problems facing Brooke required more than basic services and clean government. Brooke saw any action beyond the minimum required to be “a kind of

52 Ibid., 183.
53 Ibid., 183.
54 Bacevich, Diplomat in Khaki, 12.
56 Ibid., 29.
58 Ibid., 412.
 paternalism which would destroy the self-respect of the people.”

Brooke took for granted a smooth transition of authority based on American style elections and assumed a level of experience and competence that was not available in the new Cuban leadership. “It must be remembered, however, that elections are not an endpoint. Elections are only a first step in building local and national legitimacy. This universal requirement for the selection of leaders is a strong indicator—and measure—of governmental moral legitimacy.”

Wood understood that “the devastation and near anarchy of the island suggested immediately the need for extensive social, economic and political reconstruction.” Without significant American involvement, Cuban self-governance would not just magically happen. Wood believed that the American Army could prepare the people of Cuba for self-government and establish conditions that render the establishment of a Cuban republic possible and its orderly and successful maintenance probable. Brooke believed that free and fair elections were an end; Wood saw them as a step on the way to a self-governing Cuba. Wood’s view aligned more closely to McKinley’s belief that emphasized clearly that the United States Army was not in Cuba simply to expel the Spaniards, but to bring about a new order of things.

Wood described initial conditions in the province of Santiago as “unfavorable as can be imagined.” Conditions he needed to address included famine, a wide variety of diseases including “Yellow fever, pernicious malaria, and intestinal fevers” as well as sanitation, police work, the re-establishing of municipal governments, courts all in a “stricken and demoralized

country.”\(^{65}\) What is noticeably absent from his early description of the operational environment is any expression of a need for continued maneuver warfare to defeat an organized counter-insurgency, or other security needs beyond standard police work to establish civic order.

Hugh L. Scott, one of Brooke’s officers described the need for centralizing power, “a military government is the only kind fit to cope with such conditions [as existed in Cuba]… as soon as a military intervention is proclaimed with force to back it, everything falls immediately into place… The will of the commanding General is supreme.”\(^{66}\) “More importantly, Brooke and his associates backed by the American army were relatively free of internal political pressure in Cuba. There was no organized resistance to their rule.”\(^{67}\)

It was Wood, who leveraged his will as commanding general to full effect. “The first work undertaken was feeding the starving, taking care of the sick, cleaning up and removing dangerous material in the city.”\(^{68}\) Wood understood, based on his initial assessment of the city of Santiago, that disease and starvation would be two of the greatest initial threats to the stability of the province. He approached the problem of pacification like the surgeon he was, using triage. If Cuba was a patient, then the most obvious would was the lack of food, followed closely by public health. Failure to address either area implied significant risk to American forces. If American forces could not meet the basic needs of the Cuban population, then the Cubans might continue the revolt they had started against Spain in 1865.

Wood’s approach to alleviating famine illustrated his understanding of both the operational environment and the effects of his actions. Wood estimated the population of

\(^{65}\) Ibid., 153.


\(^{67}\) Ibid., 30.

Santiago to be approximately fifty-thousand people in his 1899 report.\textsuperscript{69} In the early days after the fall of Santiago, rations were issued “eighteen to twenty-thousand a day; on one day fifty-one thousand.”\textsuperscript{70} Wood knew however, that providing food with Army resources and labor was a short-term solution, and he would need to combine this effort with other efforts to create a stable society, and the Soldiers he had available were not enough to feed fifty-thousand people. “We seized all the carts and wagons we could find in the streets, rounded up the drivers and laborers with the aid of the police, and worked them under guard, willing or unwilling.”\textsuperscript{71} For the unwilling, Wood showed that he was still capable of wielding a more forceful had in accomplishing civic tasks, “Men who refused and held back soon learned that there were things far more unpleasant than cheerful obedience, and turned to work with as much grace as they could command.”\textsuperscript{72}

Wood’s approach to this and future operational problems was to involve the civilian populace (willing or unwilling) in the solution. This approach accomplished an important goal beyond the simple provision of food. It provided employment to a great number of the populace who would have been without a means of support. “All were paid a fair amount for their services, partly in money, partly in rations, but all worked; some removing the waste refuse from the city, others in distributing food…”\textsuperscript{73}

While addressing hunger was Wood’s initial priority, he understood that addressing public health and sanitation would set the conditions for the long-term success of his Cuban operations. “It is yellow fever we must fight, and it is going to be a life and death struggle.”\textsuperscript{74} The initial death rate in Santiago (from all causes) in the early days of Wood’s administration was
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over two hundred a day. “Men could not bury the dead fast enough and they were burned in great heaps of eighty or ninety piled high on gratings of railroad iron and mixed with grass and sticks.”  

Burning the dead was only addressing the symptom of the greater problem, open sewage, and four-hundred years of garbage building up in the street. In order to combat these conditions, Wood instituted projects to “drain certain unhealthy surroundings of the city, improve the water supply, and render the place more habitable.”

Once again these sanitation and public health projects were organized by Wood and undertaken by the populace in order to “give occupation to the thousands of idle people...some were paid in money and some in rations.” Cubans sometimes chafed at the requirement to work, and the new sanitation requirements. Robert Porter, McKinley’s special commissioner to the island said, “People making sewers of the thoroughfares were publicly horsewhipped in the streets of Santiago” and “eminently respectable citizens were forcibly brought before the commanding general and sentenced to aid in clearing the streets they were in the habit of defiling.” Harsh measures were called for, because Wood believed that the sanitary conditions were the root cause of the many epidemics they faced. Wood’s use of violence to compel cooperation did not result in violent popular uprisings.

Another problem Wood needed to solve in order to meet American strategic aims was governance. Wood observed inefficiency inherent in the former Spanish system, and moved swiftly to remedy the situation. “Cuba was governed from the first [occupation by Spain] by men sent out from Spain...really a military despotism. The ruler was invested with unlimited power
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and accountable only to the sovereign at home.”80 While Wood did not support this type of absolute control for mature nations, he lobbied for and received similar authority in Cuba. “A few days after assuming command of the department [provincial governor of Santiago] Wood set out on a tour of the interior to supervise personally the reestablishment of civil government. No one could hold office without the consent of the military governor.”81 In order to avoid replacing Spanish military despotism with American military despotism, Wood needed to establish Cuban self-governance, but he also realized that it would require time and training to prepare the people of Cuba to govern.

Wood and his deputies personally shaped the municipal governments at the local level from a list locals submitted of “the better class.”82 Prior to this selection, “the government, which they did not share, was an economic institution for individual gain.”83 Wood understood that in order for the Cuban people to accept their new government that government would have to be effective, efficient and operate in the interest of the people. “There was no time to write an electoral law and put in in force. The method adopted was to go to a town, assemble from sixty to a hundred men representing all classes of the people, and ask them to name municipal officers and to present their list as soon as completed.”84

As Wood’s actions to address the desperate public health situation early in the occupation began to show effect, by 1899 Wood believed that the courts and judicial system represented the next most “most immediate and pressing need of reform and improvement” for the long-term health of Cuban society. 85 Wood instigated court and prison reform, reestablished police forces,
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and established public order in urban and rural areas. A functioning judicial and police system was critical to establishing confidence in the Cuban government’s ability to provide essential services to the Cuba populace. The starting point for the reform Wood sought was the previous Spanish legal system that had produced a backlog of court cases.

“By the order of the President of the United States, of July 13, 1898, published in General Orders No. 101, A.G.O. of that year, the municipal law prevailing in the island was continued in force so far as was compatible with the result of the American occupation of the province.” 86 This order re-established the former Spanish system with Cuban judges and magistrates. The major shortfall in this system, according to Wood, was that it did not provide for the individual right to a speedy trial which Wood viewed as fundamental. The process was cumbersome, particularly for felony level offenses, and the backlog of cases left over from the Spanish did not inspire the support of the Cuban population. Witnesses, victims, and offenders all had to travel to a central location (called the Audencia) until police concluded an investigation and a trial held. 87

Wood again showed his understanding of the Cuban environment by incorporating the Cuban people in restoring and reforming the rule of law in Cuba. Wood’s first action in this area was to establish a rural guard composed for “the maintenance of order in the rural districts.” 88 This action had three positive effects on the situation in Cuba, increased security in rural Cuba, the disbanding of the potentially dangerous rebel army and the restart of domestic food production.

The first, obvious effect was to provide an increased level of security in rural Cuba. This increased security facilitated the return of Cubans to their rural homes and farms, and relieved some of the population pressure on the cities where they had gone to escape the previously lawless areas. While these Cubans remained in the large cities, the American Army and nascent
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Cuban Government had to feed and shelter them. Once back at their farms they could take care of themselves as they had always done. These rural Cubans were mostly farmers, and their return to the rural areas restarted large-scale domestic food production.

The second positive effect was to provide an opportunity for the former Cuban rebels for employment in the guard. “It [the rural guard] was conceived originally at a time of mounting pressure to disband the Cuban army, and thereby offered an ideal means through which to hasten the dissolution of the insurgent force.” Soldiers and leaders from the rebel army had expected to assume leadership positions in the new government, but Wood favored the educated Cuban’s and the Spaniards who remained behind for those positions. This resulted in resentment and tension between American and Cuban forces. This former rebel army represented a threat to Wood’s progress while it existed, and “some of the soldiers had turned to banditry. Not all Cubans who turned to banditry were either deserters or desperados many were former soldiers honorably discharged, and immediately destitute.”

The third effect was that “the rural guard was also seen as a way of relieving post-war employment pressure, thereby a measure to prevent banditry.” Instead of ten thousand hungry soldiers, Wood increased security and boosted economic production and consumption by the formation of the rural guard. The rural guard’s assistance in controlling this banditry was critical to the success of Wood’s operations because:

A government committed publicly to the restoration of order and promotion of prosperity as the central purpose of its presence, but unable to end conditions of disorder and disruption, could not long expect to obtain either the confidence of producers or collaboration of the propertied.

Aside from providing employment opportunities to the Cuban populace, Wood also faced
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market pressures that threatened to derail his pacification efforts. Economic recovery was also critical to Wood’s pacification plan. Wood took action to stabilize prices, put Cubans to work and restart agriculture but “there is [was] nothing outside of sanitary work that is more important than opening up of roads through the interior.” 93 The road infrastructure was important to increasing the viability of rural economy in that better roads would connect the rural populace to markets in the city, and connect rural farm areas to markets and consumers in the cities. This highlight of this effort was between 1900 and 1902 when he “assisted railroad entrepreneurs….to charter and construct a railway in eastern Cuba.” 94

Wood also controlled Cuban and foreign merchants looking to take advantage of shortages by price gouging. He issued directives to prevent any activity detrimental to Cuban business, including lobbing unsuccessfully to reduce protectionist American import tariffs on Cuba goods. 95 He also angered American Congressmen by denying American business efforts to exploit Cuban markets during the initial years of the occupation.

The reform of the school system was critical in Wood’s mind, to the future success of Cuban Society, “I believed that the success of the future government would depend as much upon the foundation and extension of its public schools as upon any other factor.” 96 According to Wood, “the public school system in Cuba prior to the occupation was…a system in name only. Wood drafted his Lieutenant Matthew E. Hanna, who had taught school in Ohio prior to attending West Point, to create a law on which to base a school system. Hanna created the law based on the school law of Ohio, and put the substance of that law in Spanish. 97 Once put in place the law met
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Wood’s intent of providing a “well-defined plan of administration.”

With Hanna’s Ohio school law enacted on the island, Wood had the foundation to begin the training of Cuban teachers, with the help of Harvard University. “In 1900, Harvard University invited one thousand Cuban teachers to spend the summer at Cambridge.” Wood paid the teachers well, and on a year round basis (provided they attended the Harvard training during the summer, or trained in Cuba) in order to attract “young women from the best families in the island.”

Wood again demonstrated both his preference for the ‘better class of Cuban’ and his understanding the importance of educating Cubans in the tasks they would be responsible for following the American occupation. Wood dismissed the suggestion to employ American teachers because he understood that “such action on our part would have been very unwise, as the people were rather suspicious of our motives and of the sincerity of our declaration that we were to ultimately withdraw from the island.” Wood’s approach to education is consistent with his approach to rural security. He employed Cuban forces rather than American military power to chase Cuban bandits; he employed Cuban teachers rather than importing American teachers.

Operational Art in Cuba

Wood’s sequencing of his pacification actions was also critical to his success in Cuba. He created a secure environment by addressing basic human needs before attempting longer-term pacification actions such as governance education and legal reform. Pacification is a pyramid built on a base of a secured environment. In unstable environments, collaboration of the population is limited because the competition to meet basic human needs overwhelms all other
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concerns. In order to create lasting reforms, Wood needed to first show the Cubans that participation in those reforms would be reasonably safe and benefit them. Providing security builds trust with the population and facilitates collaboration in support of civil actions leading to native governance, and finally to self-governance. If Wood had not addressed Cuban’s basic needs such as famine, then civil unrest, crime, and rioting were inevitable as the Cubans fought to meet those basic needs.

In order to expand American pacification over a greater space, Wood appointed temporary municipal leadership in rural areas based on Cuban recommendations. This action encouraged broader Cuban collaboration and provided additional stability outside municipal areas directly controlled by American forces. Wood created the conditions necessary for Cuban participation in the building of their new nation by first providing a secure environment, second restarting the Cuban economy, third conducting governance and legal reform, and finally providing necessary education and training to develop qualified Cuban leaders for self-government. Incorporating Cubans into a reformed government made Cubans more likely to give their support to Wood’s pacification efforts, and allowed him to expand pacification efforts over a greater area.

In Cuba, Wood’s initial tactical actions addressed the basic needs of the Cubans, human suffering, and security. Public health, sanitation, and security were areas were Wood exercised stewardship throughout his pacification of Cuba, not just during the initial stages. After establishing initial security, Wood was able to focus on rebuilding the economic system so Cubans could become self-sustaining. The Cuban economy provided a means for Cubans to feed themselves, and provided the revenue needed to pay for government services.

His third area of emphasis was to replace the Spanish system with a system of governance and rule of law to benefit and protect the Cubans. Finally, he focused on long-term
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training and education that was critical to preparing (uplifting in his words) the Cuban population so they would become capable of self-government. Wood synchronized all these actions under a unified purpose, to prepare the Cuban people for independence.

He understood that each action provided a component necessary to achieve the American strategic aim of an independent Cuba. He also understood that he could not begin building the new Cuba without a foundation. By providing initial security and expanding governmental control first, restarting the economy second and executing longer-term reforms such as governance and rule of law after he met basic human needs, Leonard Wood successfully pacified Cuba and set her on the path to self-government.

Wood’s actions demonstrate that he understood the Cuban environment, and appreciated the judicious application of American military and economic power. By resisting the temptation to rely solely on American power, Wood avoided many pitfalls early in the American occupation. He prioritized his pacification operations in space and time, addressing the most critical (famine, sanitation) first, and conducting his operations in a manner that underscored the American commitment to temporary occupation. By putting Cubans in front where possible, providing security and organization, and establishing education programs to prepare them for self-governance Wood achieved success in Cuba on a scale that was not possible without arranging his actions to achieve a combined effect.

Case Study #2- Philippines

When Leonard Wood assumed his duties as the first Military Governor of the Moro Province in the Philippines, he believed that it was an interim assignment before he assumed command of the Philippine Division. He could not know that this Military governorship would last for three years, and be one of the most politically contentious assignments of his career.
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While the Philippines presented many of the same challenges as Wood had faced in Cuba (governance and rule of law, security, and employment), they also presented a spate of new complex conditions (warlike tribal system, piracy, insurgency, and slavery) that required different actions. Despite the more complex situation, Wood brought the same tremendous energy, creativity, and nuanced approach he used to make his name in Cuba. He employed civil actions in stable areas, and took military action to pacify rebellious areas. “In contrast to the Cubans, the Moros in 1903 were unbroken, independent, and disinclined to accept American domination.”105

The situation in Moroland was very different from Cuba, but American strategic aims were the same, to prepare indigenous population for self-rule. Wood’s detractors maintain that he took a radically different approach to the Philippines and forgot the lessons he learned during his successful tenure as the Military Governor of Cuba. However, even staunch Wood critic, Jack Lane acknowledged,

In the debate that raged over the annexation of the Philippines and the subsequent Filipino insurrection, critics then and scholars since have often overlooked the fact that the nation acquired not only a rebellion but also a society in the southernmost islands of the archipelago that was totally alien to the American experience.106

In the Philippines as he had in Cuba, Leonard Wood demonstrated both an understanding of the operational environment, and the ability to arrange military actions in time, space, and purpose to meet American strategic objectives.

In the Moro Province, Wood faced a fragmented tribal society that lacked any kind of unifying identity (Spanish, Muslim or Philippine), and was violently opposed to outside interference in their long-established cultural traditions. The Moros were a fragmented society that the Spanish had never successfully ruled in their four hundred years of occupation. According to Wood, “The element which has been most difficult to deal with is the Moro.” The
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Moro Province consisted of

A number of peoples are included under this general head [Moro], all of them Mohammedan, all of them intolerant and, as a rule, hating and despising Christians and living largely by piracy, slave trading and robbery of the weaker and less warlike savage races of the province.107

From 1899 until Wood’s assumption of the newly created Governorship in 1903, American relations in the Moro province were based on the Bates Agreement, and a conception of military-civilian government developed by Major General Adna Chaffee who “recommended establishing a military-civil government headed by a commander-governor selected for his administrative ability in civil as well as military affairs.”108 Chaffee’s duty description for the incoming military governor fit Leonard Wood like no other American.

Wood summarized the difficulty he faced in his first Annual Report to Congress,

The mixed character of the population, the varying degree of intelligence ranging from a few fairly well educated Filipinos on the seacoast to cannibalistic savages in the interior, the intense animosities due to religious differences, growing out of the struggle between Christians and Mohammedans covering several centuries, the entire absence in many sections of interior ways of communication and the amount of time required to visit the seacoast and remote island settlements have all combined to render the problem of establishing government and exercising control over the mixed peoples of this province a very difficult one.109

Wood understood that accomplishing American strategic aims in the Philippines involved both the civil and military components of pacification, and required him to arrange his actions so that their effect would be greater than their individual sum.

After his selection for the post, Wood and his aides, First Lieutenant Frank McCoy and Major Hugh Scott, traveled by steam ship to “study the handiwork of the world’s other imperial
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powers…Wood decided to tour the principal European possessions in Asia on his way to the Philippines. 110 During this trip Wood’s party gained further confidence in the approach Wood had taken in Cuba. They also gained additional insights that proved useful in the Philippines. In Java McCoy observed that “the key to Dutch success…was their assumption that the natives are the simplest of children and the governor general their father and protector.” 111 Their time in Egypt, India, and Turkey provided Wood with first hand observations of imperial powers actively governing populations similar in his mind to those he would encounter in the Moro Province.

Many factors shaped the Moro Province prior to Wood’s arrival. When the United States defeated the Spanish in 1899, President McKinley insisted that American forces replace the departing Spanish posts in “Mindanao, Jolo and the small post of Siassi. Samar and Leyte were occupied in late January 1900 to open the hemp ports as well.” 112 For these lightly manned garrisons, the “Bates Agreement” negotiated by Brig. Gen. John C. Bates on 20 August 1899, promoted a policy of non-interference with the native culture, provided a nominal Moro leader (the Sultan of Sulu), and gave an American promise to respect the Islamic and tribal traditions of the Moro people. This agreement allowed the United States to garrison the province with only 2600 soldiers, while General Otis estimated that without the Bates Agreement, “he would have required 15,000 soldiers to garrison the Moro Provinces.” 113

The American Army in the northern Philippines needed the fighting strength that the Bates agreement preserved between 1899 and 1902 to end the insurgency in the northern Philippines, and establish a security situation that would be more conducive to continue pacification efforts there. The tradeoff the American force accepted in the southern islands was
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the continuation of practices that were antithetical to American strategic aims and sensibilities such as “slavery, blood feuds, polygamy, and draconian punishments for trivial offenses.” With the formal establishment of the Moro Province, Wood would see these practices as evidence of the savagery of the Moros and take action to eliminate them.

**Pacification – Moro Province**

As he did in Cuba, Wood leaped directly into the work. Within forty-eight hours of his arrival in the provincial capital of Zamboanga, he started on a rigorous tour of his new province to assess the operational environment first-hand. He conveyed his initial impression in a letter to his wife, “It’s a wild country, and the people are a curious lot, all Moslems…it will be many years before they can govern themselves.” Wood believed that, “The Moros held their qualities and defects in common as a race, not as a nation. They were aggressively disunited. Wherever he went, Wood found looting and murder, oppression and misery.”

At the start of his tenure, Wood inherited a military government organized into five districts, Zamboanga, Sulu, Cottabato, Davao, and Lanao. Wood issued four primary instructions to the military governors of these districts to “gain the confidence of the natives, establish friendly relations, explain the purpose of the new government, and influence the people to discontinue the practice of slavery and other vicious practices.” In three of the districts, Sulu, Cottabato and Lanao, this measured approach “was mistaken for timidity and lack of power” and made military actions necessary to “bring to and end all organized resistance therein.” Wood’s operational approach was to attempt civil measures first, and follow those measures with decisive military action where the security environment was not conducive to civil reform. This approach
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followed “President McKinley’s policy of benevolent assimilation [that] initially focused the
military on civil-military actions to improve the lives of the Filipinos.”

Wood believed that “order and the acceptance of American dominion were prerequisites
to reorganizing Moro society along more efficient lines.” While the violent military
suppression of tribal elements that resisted American governance receives the most coverage in
written history, those efforts were a supporting effort to Wood’s goal of reforming of Moro
society through civil means. Based on his initial assessment of the Moro Province, Wood
categorized the needs of the Moro province into five areas. The first four were governance,
education, public works, and administration of justice. The fifth focus area, provincial income,
was perhaps the most critical. It provided domestic revenue, which was necessary to create a self-
sustaining government. “It is proposed to devote 25 percent of the total revenue to public
education and an equal amount for public works. The balance will be consumed in aid to
municipalities, maintenance of the government, charities, administration of justice, and
incremental expenses.”

The increase in Moro provincial revenues between 1904 and 1905 (44% for Provincial
revenues and 18% for Customs revenues) was impressive. However, the most impressive aspect
of revenue collection was Wood’s ability to collect revenues from the Moros at all. According
to Islamic law, paying a tax is a form of ‘tribute’ to something other than Allah, which is
forbidden. “Among the Moros taxation is tribute; tribute is degrading and an attempt to collect it
meant certain war.” The American military solution to this problem was to charge “a two, five,
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or den dollar “pass” for their persons, houses, horses, boats or business was no such thing, and the United States wisely began taxation among Moros upon those things.”

By the end of 1904, seven thousand Moros had taken out cedulas in the Cotabato district providing funding for projects in that district. The other districts, particularly Lanao and Sulu had far lower participation “owing to the active and determined character of the opposition in these districts to the establishment of government and control.” Wood noted in his 1904 report that the opposition in those provinces was at an end, and predicted, “The inhabitants will comply with the obligations imposed on them.” Wood’s prediction was correct. The 1905 Annual report showed a 92% increase for the Sulu province, and a 96% increase for the Lanao district in the revenue on hand by 1905. Wood’s ability to work within Moro cultural sensitivities, where they did not conflict with American principles, allowed the Moro Province to move closer to an integrated, functioning society.

With the beginnings of an effective provincial income system in place, Wood was able to focus work on the other critical areas, beginning with governance. Wood believed that, “there is nothing to be gained by the codification of the Moro laws, and the outcome will necessarily be confusion.” Wood understood the need to consider traditional Moro tribal customs, but believed that it would be a mistake to codify them as laws, since “many of them are revolting, and but few embody principles which we would wish to perpetuate.” Wood believed that the best solution to Moro governance was to “adopt…the laws in force in other portions of the Philippines and bring all the people of these islands under a common system of justice.”
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There were two great obstacles to the implementation of the system of laws in force in the other Philippine provinces. The first was that it required the abrogation of the Bates agreement. The second obstacle was the potential alienation of the Moro Dattos (tribal leaders) who derived their authority and influence from Moro tribal custom. Finding a way to integrate the Dattos into the new government would facilitate Wood’s implementation of Philippine law. The abrogation of the Bates agreement required careful diplomacy both in the Moro Province, and in the United States. In Moroland, the abrogation called American honesty into question and created the possibility of Moro rebellion, and resistance to other American programs. In the United States, anti-imperialists described abrogation as an example of a growing American imperial desire.

Wood used a two-pronged approach to address these issues. He implemented Tribal Ward system of government, and he incorporated qualified Moros into the new municipal government structure wherever possible as he had in Cuba.\footnote{Ibid., 10.} Wood’s intent with these efforts was to, “develop individualism among these people, and, little by little, teach them to stand upon their own feet independent of petty chieftains.” Wood felt that “in order to do this the chief or headman has to be given some position of more or less authority under the government, but he ceases to have any divine rights.”\footnote{Wood to Strachey in McCallum, \textit{Leonard Wood: Rough Rider}, 218-19.} By preserving some Muslim traditions in the Tribal Ward system, Wood avoided the specter of rebellion under the guise of religious war.

“Reception of these administrative measures by many traditional chiefs was positive and army officers reported enthusiastic support from Muslim communities for the tribal ward idea.”\footnote{Patricio N. Abinales, "American Military Presence in the Southern Philippines: A Comparative Historical Overview" (paper presented at the East-West Center, Honolulu, HI, February 20-22, 2003).} By incorporating the dattos into the new government, Wood established the initial consent of the governed in most areas. Achieving this consent was also important to the American audience because, “the consent of the governed in some form is a principle of our government and a
condition precedent to our governing any people…we reject the idea of ruling by conquest, force alone.”

Another benefit of incorporating local leaders into the new system of governance was that it gave Moro leaders a stake in the American Army’s pacification efforts, while allowing him to ‘save face’ while still collaborating with Americans. While the Moro leaders saw the gradual eroding of their power under the Spanish system, the new system of governance without the tribal ward system, threatened to remove their authority entirely. The Army’s administration of the tribal ward system, and Wood’s emphasis on an education system to give Moro leaders the skills to participate in self-government provided Moro leaders with reasons for optimism and collaboration.

Wood understood that continued effective participation in governance by the Moros required a more substantial group of educated Moro leaders, and an educated population that would develop future leaders. “American involvement in Philippine education began almost before the fighting had stopped. Existing schools were reopened as quickly as possible and, in some cases, American soldiers were assigned to serve as teachers.” Since the existing schools were almost exclusively within the areas previously controlled by Spain, they included few, if any, schools serving Muslim children.” Extending education to the Muslim Moros provided challenges and “In 1904 only 240 of the 2114 children enrolled were Muslim.” Part of this challenge lay in finding qualified Muslim teachers and, “Only 15 of the teachers were American and 16 Muslim Filipino.” While the Moros preferred Muslim teachers, they were in short supply.
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Wood believed that it was important to make English the primary language of instruction for both Filipino and Moro children. Wood pointed to the many different dialects of the Moro language, and the generally poor facility with the Spanish language as factors in favor of using English as the primary language of instruction. At the same time, he believed that, “It will probably be necessary…to give a certain amount of instruction in Moro for a time in order that children…be able to use and understand their own language.” While he did not harbor much respect for the Moro language, Wood still understood the necessity for conducting some instruction in Moro dialects, particularly with the lack of teachers qualified to teach in English. Wood also believed that the combination of education in English and the conduct of government and commercial business would succeed in making “English the main language and the medium of transacting all official and most commercial business in the comparatively near future.”

In 1906, the curriculum consisted of four years of instruction with a heavy emphasis on trades and practical life skills. General Tasker Bliss, Wood’s successor, described the educational purpose as “Industrial and agricultural education, then, with this model as its regulative ideal, became the beginning [of] our attack upon Moro and pagan savagery.” Critics of this policy cite Wood’s low opinion for Moro language, culture, and religion in seeking to educate them in the English language. One problem with this critique is that it discounts the utility of Wood’s and later Governor’s actions in setting the conditions for a prosperous, stable society. In educating the populace, Wood was both attempting to qualify Moros for participation in a broader economy, and establishing a single common language to provide a basis for cooperation among the hundreds of isolated rival tribal groups. Replacing intertribal warfare, slave trading, and piracy
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required a direct effort to change the culture of the Moros. Wood felt the foundation of that effort was education.\textsuperscript{143}

Along with the increased provision of education, Wood also saw the need for government investment in public works. After spending most of the first year of his governance organizing the public works department, Wood’s priority for public works became the construction of durable roads and trails. The work was, “to open up road and trail communication where conditions demanded, to construct necessary provincial, district and school buildings, [and] repair the wharves” in order to “facilitate the transaction of public business, commerce, and agriculture.”\textsuperscript{144}

In the districts where traffic volume did not warrant construction of a full durable road, Wood’s policy was to construct durable trails to facilitate connection to sparsely populated areas. The municipal government could convert these trails to roads as traffic increased.\textsuperscript{145}

This investment in public works, particularly establishing lines of communication that connected towns and villages in the province, contributed significantly to pacification in two ways. The first is that the improvements provided the Moros with undeniable physical evidence of one benefit of occupation. The improved roads provided inland Moros with more rapid access to markets, and the resulting trade decreased individual reliance on tribal structures and created increased economic opportunity.

The second impact that the improved lines of communication had was to facilitate the projection of power for the new government that also reduced dependence on traditional tribal structures. This helped address one of the primary challenges in state building, “to project authority of inhospitable territories that contain relatively low densities of people.”\textsuperscript{146}
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and the new municipal government were able to project civil power, and military force when necessary to provide services and begin establishment of a uniform governance and rule of law through the new roads.

Establishing a new system for the administration of justice (rule of law) was one of the most contentious and necessary activities of pacification Wood undertook. The Bates agreement had preserved a race-based double system of justice with “Americans, Europeans, and the subjects of Asiatic powers on the one part, and Moros or other non-Christians on the other.” This dual system enforced the fragmentation of society in the province by providing unequal punishments for identical crimes depending on the racial, religious, or ethnic identity of the parties involved. Adherence to the tribal customs also facilitated the continuation of tribal conflict, slavery and human trafficking and piracy, based on Moro custom and tradition.

Wood believed that in order to remove the “savage” practices of slavery, piracy and tribal warfare, he needed to incorporate the Moro Province into a single legal system. “There should be but one system of law in force by organized civil government in the Philippine Islands, and the judges who are appointed to administer it among the non-Christian and savage races should be men of sufficient judgment to apply it justly and reasonably.” Wood understood that the application of the new system of justice should be “tempered with that degree of consideration and clemency to which his condition of ignorance and savagery is entitled.” While he believed that there should be equal punishment for anyone guilty of the same crime under the law, Wood also understood that the Moro cultural shift would require time to learn and adjust to the requirements under the consolidated legal system.

Wood also showed consideration for Moro customs and traditions by addressing practices individually, rather than attempting to outlaw every practice that differed from American or
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Christian tradition. An example of this tolerance was the contrast between his approach to slavery, and his approach to Muslim marriage traditions. Wood felt that slavery produced conditions that “most unfortunate not only for the slaves, but also for the owners, as the institution seems to paralyze all true development and to accentuate the various forms of vice to which the Moro is commonly a victim.”150 Wood addressed this issue with an anti-slavery law in the province, and reported that, “The antislavery law prohibiting the forcible holding and trafficking in slaves is working well…in the diminished amount of slave dealing and slave hunting.”151 Slavery violated Wood’s and the American public’s sense of basic human rights and he did not condone it even though it was a Moro cultural tradition.

The Muslim practice of polygamy also violated Wood’s sense of decency, while Moro cultural tradition held it as a value. Wood took an enlightened approach to this practice by “making no attempt to interfere with the Mohammedan marriage laws.”152 While this tradition was foreign to American sensibilities, Wood did not view it as an impediment to Moro progress to an integrated functioning society. “American fidelity to the principle of separation of church and state also compelled top administrators to seek alternative ways to administer their wards.”153 This separation allowed Wood to both respect Moro cultural identity where it did not interfere with the pacification effort, and instigate change where it did.

Finally, no analysis of Wood’s military governorship is complete without an examination of his use of the military component in pacifying the Moros. Critics excoriate Wood for his use of force in the Moro Province based on one of three arguments. First, that the actions he took in Cuba were not violent but still effective, second that Wood had a lack of cultural sensitivity to the Moro people, and finally that his personal desire for military career advancement was the reason
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for his military actions. The details of the over one hundred punitive expeditions undertaken during Wood’s tenure are beyond the scope of this monograph, but each of these three factors provides some insight into how Wood understood the utility of military force in pacification.

Evaluating Wood’s actions in the Philippine environment based on the Cuban environment overlook tremendous social and cultural differences, but the primary factor in favor of Wood’s aggressive military actions is, “The warlike, military Moros…having no conception of any power except military force, suffer nothing else.”\(^{154}\) This opinion, expressed by Wood’s subordinate Lieutenant Colonel Bullard, illustrates the violence inherent in the Moro Province. Wood responded violently to a violent resistance and with moderation where he could. Acceptance of the reforms Wood advocated would not last even in compliant areas if he allowed rebellious areas to continue to raid and enslave pacified Moros. “He [Wood] and other officers expressed satisfaction with the results of these devastating campaigns.”\(^{155}\)

The criticism that Wood lacked cultural sensitivity in his violent suppression of the Moro resistance is ironic, since violence and respect for strength was a central aspect of Moro culture. Moro tribes fought each other, and raided and enslaved each other using brutal means. An example of the brutality on the Moro’s side was the massacre on Samar where Charlie Company of the Ninth Infantry were “seated around long tables in mess tents…when a mob of rebels and local civilians wielding razor sharp bolos broke in and commenced slashing every soldier they could reach.”\(^{156}\) While this incident produced violent retaliation by American forces, it illustrates that the violence in the Philippine war was not one sided, nor limited to reactions provoked by Wood since it happened before his tenure as military governor.

Finally, the argument that Wood pursued the military component of pacification simply to enhance his career discounts both the need for the new Moro government to provide security in
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order for reforms to take hold. There is no question that Wood was an aggressive, often abrasive personality. His confirmation hearing for the rank of Major General was a battle between the many enemies he created in Washington, and the presidential administration that backed him.\textsuperscript{157} Wood often reacted badly to setbacks and irritated even his closest supporters including President Roosevelt.\textsuperscript{158} Brian Linn writes that “once freed from a personal stake in subduing the Moro, the most aggressive and provocative governor in the Moro Province’s history became a spokesman for conciliation and tact.”\textsuperscript{159} Linn’s view of Wood is in contrast to his view of Bliss who he sees as employing “benevolent policies” and states that “it is a unfortunate that he [Bliss] is remembered more for the bloody disarmament campaign on Jolo than for the benefits he sought to bring.”\textsuperscript{160} This critique might also apply to Wood. Wood’s personality in many cases influenced critics who could not separate his vigorous self-promotion with his job performance.

Jack McCallum asserts that the bitter confirmation hearing caused Wood to decide, “If vilification was the reward for his Cuban performance, there was no reason to reproduce that performance in the Philippines.”\textsuperscript{161} McCallum insists that Wood went to the Philippines as “policeman, and enforcer, but not as nation builder.”\textsuperscript{162} Jack Lane came to a similar conclusion saying that “it was not a coincidence that in the midst of the struggle over the nomination [to Major General] Wood embarked upon large punitive campaigns in the Lake Lanao district.” To prove he was a fighting soldier.\textsuperscript{163} This criticism overlooks Wood’s substantial civic undertakings.
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in the Moro Province. While they decried the “harsh but eventually effective tactics,” none of the critics asserted that replicating his Cuban actions would have produced success in Moroland.\(^{164}\) In fact, most concluded, “Wood’s campaign effectively ended large-scale resistance by the Moros in Mindanao.”\(^{165}\)

**Operational Art in the Moro Province**

Leonard Wood’s arrangement of his tactical actions in time, space, and purpose was even more important in the Moro Province than it had been in Cuba. The Moros had never submitted to any governmental authority beyond the tribal Dattos. As a result, the people of the Moro Province were a fragmented culture subject to arbitrary applications of cultural tradition such as tribal raiding and slave trading. This violence affected individual Moros, weaker non-Muslim tribes and Christian Filipinos alike. Similar to the initial situation in Cuba, Wood first needed to take actions to establish a secure environment so the Moro people would participate in the new system of government.

Unlike the Cuban populace, many of the Moro people did not perceive any need to submit to American sovereignty or change their culture to conform to American plans. The Moro who resisted saw no reason to relinquish their culture, and believed that their honor required violent resistance to American pacification efforts.\(^{166}\) Since parts of the Moro cultural tradition involved slavery and violent aggression against other tribes and Filipinos, no new system of governance or justice would last as long as some of the tribes continued these practices. A tribe that submitted to American authority and rule was vulnerable if neighboring tribes continued traditional violent ways, and American reforms would collapse under the cycle of violence and recrimination. In order to pacify the Moros, Wood first needed to compel the reluctant Moros to submit to American sovereignty.

---
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Wood’s initial instructions to his subordinate commanders required them to explain his intent to Moro leaders in order to convince them of the need for the American occupation and reforms.\textsuperscript{167} In the areas where the Moros were resistant, Wood moved quickly and violently to end Moro resistance. Despite the criticism Wood received for the tremendous violence he imparted to resistant Moros, his staunchest critics cite the effectiveness of his policy in establishing rapid Moro submission to American sovereignty.\textsuperscript{168} Wood understood, based on what he felt was an early exit from the Cuban theater, that he had a limited amount of time to achieve American strategic aims. The speed and intensity of his response allowed him to move forward more quickly with civic pacification actions because his actions established the necessary security conditions.

Wood’s use of violent suppression of Moro resistance was only effective because it was an early part of his overall plan to sequence his actions. The overall purpose that linked Wood’s actions was to prepare the Moros for eventual self-government. Simultaneous to his military actions, Wood worked to establish governance, education, public works, and administration of justice, and the system of revenue generation to support these new services and structures. These lines of effort worked to provide tangible benefits to residents of the Moro province who already accepted American sovereignty, and provided a disincentive to resistant Moros by making collaboration more attractive than resistance.

Wood provided an alternative to Dattos engaged in or considering resistance (collaboration) that allowed them to retain some leadership and influence because he incorporated them where he could in the municipal leadership, and especially the tribal ward system.\textsuperscript{169} Moro collaboration was the key to the expansion of the space influenced by American control.

Incorporating existing Moro leaders into the future of their province contrasted sharply with the
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extreme devastation imparted on the resistant dattos. Moros in collaborative districts were receiving new services and their leaders were able to maintain some influence. Moros in resistant districts were subject to violet fighting, sieges, and death. The combined effect of this synchronized violence and incentive linked by a clear simple purpose to prepare the Moros for self-government accelerated the pacification process in a way that the actions would not have accomplished separately.

Wood’s actions in the Moro province were a carefully arranged series of tactical actions designed to produce a stable, functioning society capable of local governance. In order to accomplish this strategic aim, Wood followed President McKinley’s vision of benevolent assimilation where it was practical by enabling Moro participation in the municipal government, establishing the tribal ward system, and pursuing public works, finance, education and administration of justice. Where Moro tribes were resistant to his reforms, Wood took aggressive military measures to subdue rebellion and force the reluctant tribes into compliance. The impact of Wood’s actions was that, “evolving Muslim elites retained a certain loyalty to the United States…even the pragmatic ones hoped General Leonard Wood, past governor of the Moro province, would return some day to save them from the Filipinos.”

Analysis

Leonard Wood approached pacification at the beginning of the century in much the same way the United States Military approaches stabilization today. Most of Wood’s approach was consistent with the current American approach to stability/counterinsurgency operations. Current doctrine defines the lines of effort for counterinsurgency as, “establish civil security, establish civil control, support Host Nation security forces, restore essential services, support to economic
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and infrastructure development, support to governance, and conduct information engagement.”

Wood arranged tactical actions in each one of these lines of effort both in Cuba and in the Moro province.

When Wood took over as the Military Governor of Santiago, he assessed the immediate threats as famine, sanitation, disease, governance, lack of adequate medical care and schools and education. The operational environment in the Moro province shared some of the same threats including a need for governance, schools, and education. Each of these threats negatively affected the populace, and created the risk of societal collapse and American failure. In order to address these factors, Leonard Wood organized his campaign using lines of effort, although he did not use that terminology. According to current doctrine, “A line of effort is a line that links multiple tasks using the logic of purpose rather than geographical reference to focus efforts toward establishing operational and strategic conditions.” Wood matched his understanding of the operational environment to his arrangement of military actions using a concept similar to lines of effort. He structured his annual reporting to Congress using his lines of effort (governance, public works, administration of justice...) for both Cuba and the Moro province, and described past and future actions and results within those categories.

Lines of effort are not a checklist of actions American forces apply in every circumstance, nor are they a restrictive list of options. They provide a conceptual framework and allow the commander to visualize the “execute[ion] of multiple, related, and mutually supporting tasks in different locations at the same time, producing greater effects than executing each task in isolation.” For example, based on his understanding of the complex environment in Cuba
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Wood’s Rural Guard supported multiple lines of effort. The Rural Guard helped establish civil security, and supported economic development by providing employment to former rebel army soldiers.175

The context for these lines of effort is “the operational environment,” which is, “a composite of the conditions, circumstances, and influences that affect the employment of capabilities and bear on the decisions of the commander.”176 In stabilization/pacification operations, subtle differences in operational environment can dictate the need for a dramatically different operational approach. Because differences in operational environment can be subtle, rationale for a different operational approach from one environment to the next is difficult to communicate. When he arrived in the Philippines, Wood developed his understanding of the operational environment and created an operational approach based on that environment, rather than trying to apply his Cuban solution irrespective of the different environment.

Establishing civil security is the most critical line of effort to stability operations because “the societal insecurity that violence brings discourages or precludes nonmilitary organizations [or actions], particularly external agencies, from helping the local populace.”177 Wood tailored his operational approach this line of effort to the environment in both Cuba and the Moro province based on his hard-earned understanding of each. In both theaters, Wood traveled thousands of miles through difficult terrain, and met with local and regional leaders to develop his understanding of the situation, and to inform the inhabitants of the American government’s intent. Many critics cite his use of force in the Moro province as a mistake; however, Wood’s approach to civil security in the Moro province is a credit to his understanding of the different environment he faced. A fragmented society that had cultural attachments to inter-tribal violence, slavery, and piracy was a barrier to the American strategic aim of establishing a self-governing society. The
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Moros were determined to resist Wood’s pacification efforts, and the military actions Wood used were effective. Wood continually assessed and refined his understanding of the operational environment to determine both the effectiveness of actions, and the need to adjust plans. This process ensured that he was “not bound by preconceived notions of solutions.”

Another challenge Wood faced in his operations was in establishing civil control. In Cuba, Wood employed sometimes-harsh methods, including public horsewhipping for citizens who resisted labor in support of the city. This action and military actions against resistant Moro tribes created American domestic problems for Wood. Taken out of context, violent military actions are often unpalatable to the American public. The American public reacted against harsh measures that appeared to them as infringements on individual liberty, a basic human right. Wood’s use of force, especially the high profile putative expeditions in the Moro province reduced American support to Army actions.

One way Wood reassured the American populace that the Army was not just subjugating the Cuban and Moro people was to incorporate Cubans and Moros into the newly formed security forces. Wood’s incorporation of Cubans and Moros into native security forces is an example of his support of host nation security forces. There were two major benefits to this line of effort. First, it helped provide a measure of self-respect for the people by giving them employment and a role in the security of their society. Second, it provided the foundation for permanent security
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forces. Wood incorporated Cubans and Moros into civil government as well. Incorporating Cubans and Moros into the new leadership was critical to establishing consent of the governed. This consent was critical to sustaining American support for pacification operations in both theaters.

The “restore essential services” line of operations presented another opportunity for Wood to arrange tactical actions that would both sustain American support, and achieve strategic aims in both Cuba and the Moro province. In Cuba Wood worked to reestablish the agricultural economy so the Cubans could feed themselves and provide employment for more of the population devastated by war. In the Moro province, his task was more complex. Rather than restoring essential services, Wood needed to establish a system of taxation in order to fund government provided essential services in the non-coastal areas for the first time. This line of operation was important in both provinces to both justify American actions in each theater for humanitarian reasons, and to help the local populations see a benefit from occupation.

One of the most important essential services that influenced multiple lines of operation was transportation. In both Cuba and the Moro province Wood undertook projects to restore, improve, or create transportation networks. These networks provided a basis for economic development, and extending governance and security. These road networks linked rural populations with the larger coastal and urban markets they needed for economic development. They also provided government and security force access to the interior and allowed for the extension of other essential services, security, and the administration of justice.

Wood’s actions to support governance were extensive in both theaters. In Cuba, Wood relied heavily on educated better classes of Cubans in reestablishing local governance. He was “convinced that an educated populace was prerequisite to full democracy, but felt obligated to take a few steps toward limited self-government.”[183] Wood incorporated many local qualified
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Cubans and Moros in their new respective governments, and encouraged training and American military and government oversight. “Institutions of specialized training for government service such as the University of the Philippines…were instrumental in training a new cadre of collaborators.”

In addition to improving basic education in the Moro province and Cuba, Wood understood the importance of educating Moros and Cubans for the practical responsibilities of self-government before they assumed the responsibility. Many Moros took advantage of these opportunities, for example, Datto Piang (a prominent Moro leader at the time) sent his sons to Manila “to further their training in different fields – law, agriculture, and education – areas that were geared toward the expanding roles of the colonial state.” In Cuba, Woods efforts at forming municipal governments also suffered from “a lack of administrative experience at the local level” and required more centralized control that was not acceptable to the independent Moros, who preferred the local control of the American Army to that of the Filipinos in Manila. “Prior to the advent of U.S. colonial state, Muslim groups never saw themselves as part of an evolving Filipino polity.” Wood’s focus on both practical and basic education to develop long-term capacity and elevate each society reflects his operational approach; that supporting an educational line of effort was critical to accomplishing the American strategic aim of creating the capacity for self-government.

Wood devoted a tremendous amount of time and energy in developing his understanding of the complex environments of both Cuba and the Moro province. Based on this understanding he arranged operational pacification actions into categories that equate to lines of effort in today’s doctrinal terminology. In arranging these actions in time, space, and purpose, he understood that
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his efforts would work together to achieve the American strategic aim of preparing both the Cubans, and the Moros for self-government. The Cuban theater required more immediate humanitarian assistance to address famine and disease, where the Moro Theater required military force to impose the order on a fragmented culture. Wood’s operational approach to each theater was different because each situation was different, despite a nearly identical strategic aim in each case.

Conclusion

General Leonard Wood was a polarizing figure. He was brash, aggressive, opportunistic, opinionated, and lacked patience with anyone who did not see things the way he did. He was also a strong, dynamic leader with a vision for the American Army as an agent capable of bringing civilization to less fortunate countries. He, like his close friend President Roosevelt, believed that America had a responsibility “to rule disinterestedly for their benefit by inculcating them with the standards of civilization.” He worked to accomplish these aims pursuing the Army pacification doctrine of the day, with courage, energy and the determination of a missionary. His sense of duty led him to pursue these aims directly and forcefully both in civil/administrative measures and with military force where necessary.

Wood’s application of force entailed the greatest risk for the withdrawal of American civilian support. However, the application of force also creates opportunity, since operational art is “how commanders balance risk and opportunity.” This application of force is important because, “COIN’s [counterinsurgency’s] own history reflects the need for a stunning amount of brutality” because, “soft approaches don’t impel enough people to change their ways fast enough.” When American leadership pulled Wood out of Cuba before the Cuban people were
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fully ready to assume control of their government, Wood learned a valuable lesson about the limits of American patience with pacification operations. Critics continue to cite Wood’s use of force in the Moro province because of his ego, or desire to prove his military talents and advance his career. Those same critics almost universally acknowledge that those same violent measures were effective within his short time in the Moro province.

In 1921, Wood returned to the Philippines to serve as the Governor General. His view of the mission was almost the same as he held in Cuba twenty years earlier. He stated, “We are convinced that it would be a betrayal of the Philippine people…and a discreditable neglect of our national duty were we to withdraw from the islands and terminate our relationship without giving the Filipinos the best chance possible to have an orderly and permanent stable government.” He believed that pacification was in the best long-term interest of both the United States, and the countries he was actively pacifying.
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190 Wood must have felt somewhat vindicated when the Army had to return to Cuba four years later to reestablish stability in Cuba.


